• elaborate the destination d and the source s, yielding a name N and a value V; • assign fire value V to the Elaine N. In many cases, the elaboration of s will consist of the ovation of a copy on the working stack of an already existing value V. This value is assigned to N by copying it once more into the memory location(s) whose address is given by N. In most of these cases, simple compile-time optimization techniques permit a translation which does not make the extra copy on the working stack and instead copies the source directly Into the memory location(s) of the destination [21.
I. latteductios
The undghtforward way of elaborating an assignation d :its in an ALGOL 68 implementation is (1):
• elaborate the destination d and the source s, yielding a name N and a value V; • assign fire value V to the Elaine N. In many cases, the elaboration of s will consist of the ovation of a copy on the working stack of an already existing value V. This value is assigned to N by copying it once more into the memory location(s) whose address is given by N. In most of these cases, simple compile-time optimization techniques permit a translation which does not make the extra copy on the working stack and instead copies the source directly Into the memory location(s) of the destination [21.
Such an optimization is of %medal interest if a mutdpk value (array)is being sniped, since an extra copy of a law =M p h value mi0tt take up more space than Is available. A multiple value might be copied by setting up a loop copying the individual elements one by one. However, a difficulty is encomtered here: the destinedoe and the source may overlap in memory.
An example: After the declaration [1:3, 1:3) REAL or, molder the assignation 4,31 :at 41,1, whkh must astir the first row of* to the third column. Simpleminded application of the optimization woad result In code amoundng to A technique which can be applied at run time to determine a safe order for assigning the elements is presented below. The use of this technique may entail some overhead in execution time. It assumes that the destination is not "flexible", so that the old value it refers to occupies the same amount of space as the new value it is to receive ** .
Preliminaries October 1916
A multiple value of n dimensions has a descriptor of the form ( ( l 1 , a l ) , 0 2 , U 2 ) , ( 1 n , u n ) ) , w h e r e are the ith lower and upper bounds. If u i < 1 , , f o r a n y then the descriptor is "flat". This case mugt be treated as a special cue, because of the so-called ghost element, but there is no need to make any actual copy. Otherwise, the multiple value has (u l -/ 1 + 1 ) X ( u 2 -1 2 + 1 ) X X (o ni n + 1 ) e l e m e n t s , e a c h o by a specific "index" (r 1 , ...,r n ) , w h e r e l < u i .
•• is the destination is flexible and the old value occupies less sluice than the new one, it can be shown that no overlap can occur. It is not clear how this fact can be ote4. If the old value takes at least as much space, the technique described here could be used, In that case there should be a means to release the exua space. It can be seen that the algorithm consists of two nested loops. The first one runs through the indices in ascending order and performs the assigniatnts of those individual elements for which the direction of transport in memory is from high to low; whereas the second one runs through the indices in descending OP der and performs the assignments in the opposite direction.
Remark: The computations involved in the address calculations can be optimized in an abvious way; they are here presented as they are only for the sake of clarity. 
Correctness proof

